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Abstract

We prove a general theorem on the local property of the relative index
for a wide class of Fredholm operators� including relative index theorems for
elliptic operators due to Gromov�Lawson� Anghel� Teleman� Boo��Bavnbek�
Wojciechowski� et al� as special cases� In conjunction with additional conditions
�like symmetry conditions� this theorem permits one to compute the analytical
index of a given operator� In particular� we obtain new index formulas for elliptic
pseudodi	erential operators and quantized canonical transformations on mani�
folds with conical singularities as well as for elliptic boundary value problems
with a symmetry condition for the conormal symbol�
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Introduction

In several cases� when trying to construct index formulas for elliptic operators on
manifolds with boundary� manifolds with singularities� or noncompact manifolds with
a special structure at innity �manifolds with cylindrical ends�� one faces the problem
of separating the contributions to the index from the �interior� part of the manifold
and� respectively� from the boundary� singular points� or a neighborhood of innity�
The possibility of such a separation is suggested by the well�known property that the
index is �local� �e�g�� see ��� and the papers cited therein�� As to the separation itself�
it was apparently carried out for the rst time �for Dirac operators on noncompact
Riemannian manifolds� by Gromov and Lawson ���� who obtained the corresponding
relative index theorem�

Let us recall their result� Let X� and X� be complete even�dimensional Riemannian
manifolds� and letD� and D� be generalized Dirac operators on X� and X�� respectively�
acting on sections of vector bundles S� and S�� We say that D� and D� coincide at
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in�nity if there exist compact subsets K� � X� and K� � X�� an isometry

F � �X�nK��
�
� �X�nK���

and an isometry
�

F � S�jX�nK�
� S�jX�nK�

of vector bundles such that

D� �
�

F �D��
�

F
�� on X�nK��

To simplify the notation� we identify X�nK� with X�nK� and write

D� � D� on � � X�nK�
�� X�nK��

In this situation we can dene the topological relative index indt�D
�
� �D

�
� � of the oper�

ators
D�

� � ��S�
� � � ��S�� � and D�

� � ��S�
� � � ��S�� �

as follows� If X� and X� are compact� then we simply set

indt�D
�
� �D

�
� � � index�D�

� �� index�D�
� ��

�The expression on the right�hand side is simply the di�erence of the usual analyti�
cal�topological indices of the operators D�

� and D�
� � expressed� say by the Atiyah�

Singer formula�� If X� �and hence X�� is noncompact� then we use the following
procedure� We cut the manifolds X� and X� along some compact hypersurface H � �
and compactify them by attaching some compact manifold with boundary H� The op�

erators D�
� and D�

� can be extended to elliptic operators
�

D
�
� and

�

D
�
� on the compact

manifolds thus obtained� Now we set

indt�D
�
� �D

�
� � � index�

�

D
�
� �� index�

�

D
�
� �� ���

Using the formula

index�A� � Trace�� �RA� �Trace�� �AR�

for the index of an elliptic operator A �here R is a parametrix of A�� the localization of
kernels of pseudodi�erential operators in a neighborhood of the diagonal� and a parti�
tion of unity� Gromov and Lawson proved that the right�hand side of ��� is independent
of the arbitrariness in the above construction�

Next� let the operators D�
� and D�

� be positive at in�nity �the precise denition is
given in ���� roughly speaking� this condition means that the free terms in the operators
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�D�
� ��D� and �D�

� ��D� expressed via covariant derivatives are positive�� Then the
operators D�

� and D�
� are Fredholm� and one can dene the analytical relative index

inda�D
�
� �D

�
� � � indexa�D

�
� �� indexa�D

�
� �� ���

The Gromov�Lawson relative index theorem states that the topological and analytical
relative indices coincide�

inda�D
�
� �D

�
� � � indt�D

�
� �D

�
� �� ���

In ��� one can also nd a more general theorem pertaining to the case in which the
operators D� and D� coincide only on some of the �ends� of X� and X� at innity�
In this case� one again has a formula like ���� where the right�hand side is no longer
the �topological relative index�� but it is rather the analytical index of some elliptic
Fredholm operator on a �generally speaking� noncompact� manifold obtained from X�

and X� by cutting away the �common� ends along some hypersurface followed by gluing
along that hypersurface� The proof uses the same technique�

We can conclude �as is easily seen from the second theorem� that the topological
index actually has nothing to do with the Gromov�Lawson relative index theorem� this
theorem states the equality of the analytical relative indices for two pairs of operators
obtained from each other by simultaneous surgery on a part of the manifold where
they coincide� the topological index occurs in the answer only if the newly obtained
operators fall within the scope of the Atiyah�Singer theorem� �On the other hand�
naturally� the applications of theorems of that type are just related to transforming
the original operators to new operators such that the Atiyah�Singer theorem or any
other theorem expressing the index in topological terms can be used��

Later� the results obtained by Gromov and Lawson were generalized in various di�
rections� Anghel ��� generalized them to arbitrary self�adjoint elliptic operators of the
rst order on a complete Riemannian manifold� �Local� relative index theorems �in
terms of the kernels of fundamental solutions of the corresponding heat equations� were
obtained by Donnelly ��� for the signature operator� Bunke ��� for arbitrary Dirac op�
erators� and Lesch �
� for a class of symmetric elliptic operators of the rst order in the
equivariant situation and in the presence of conical singularities in the interior part of
the manifold� One should also mention the results of Boo��Bavnbek�Wojciechowski ���
and Teleman ���� which essentially pertain to the case of Dirac operators�

It is not a mere occasion that the above�mentioned theorems are stated in the form
of relative index theorems� An attempt to restate them� say� in the form

the index of an operator � the contribution of the interior part of the manifold

� the contribution of the neighborhood of innity ���

would result in an index formula that generally contains homotopy noninvariant terms�
Indeed� as is shown in �	� for the example of spectral boundary value problems� there
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exists a topological obstruction to such representations� However� it turns out that
under additional assumptions like some symmetry conditions the decomposition of the
index into homotopy invariant terms of such kind is possible� which results in simple
and elegant index formulas for the corresponding classes of problems� For the rst time�
such results were obtained for manifolds with conical singularities in ����� and then the
paper ���� were published� which dealt with index formula for quantized canonical
transformations�

In the present paper we introduce a general functional�analytic model in which
the locality principle for the index� or� which is the same� the relative index theorem�
holds� All the above�mentioned results are covered by this model� By way of example�
we obtain an index theorem on manifolds with singularities� including the results of �����
���� �as well as� e�g�� ����� as special cases� We also state an index theorem for elliptic
boundary value problems with a symmetry condition for the main operator�

The paper is organized as follows� In x � we introduce some denitions and then
state and prove the main result� namely� the abstract relative index theorem� This the�
orem is applied in x � to prove the index increment formula for a special kind of surgery
on manifolds and bundles where the elliptic operator in question acts� Examples of
applications are considered in x��

Preliminary publications� The results of the paper were reported at the inter�
national conference �Operator Algebras and Asymptotics on Manifolds with Singular�
ities�� Warsaw� ����� A brief exposition of these results will appear in �����

Acknowledgements� We are grateful to V� E� Shatalov and A� Yu� Savin for
numerous helpful discussions and suggestions� We are also keenly grateful to B��W�
Schulze� whose permanent attention and support were important in the creation of this
paper�

� Bottleneck spaces and an abstract relative index

theorem

In the theory of �DO and FIO� �micro�localization is usually performed with the help
of a partition of unity on the conguration �or the phase� space� Bottleneck spaces
are a convenient abstract model in which one can use partitions of unity and specic
realizations of which� in particular� cover all cases mentioned in the introduction�
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��� Bottleneck spaces� Examples

De�nition � A bottleneck space is a Hilbert space H equipped with the structure of
a C����� ����module��

�C����� ��� is a topological algebra with unit� which is the function identically equal
to �� and we assume that the action of C����� ��� on H is continuous and the unit is
represented by the identity operator��

Let h � H be an arbitrary element� We dene the support of h as the closed subset

supp h �
�

��C��������
�h	�

������ ���

of ��� ��� Next� for an arbitrary closed subset K � ��� �� we set

HK � fh � H j supp h � Kg� �
�

Lemma � The following assertions hold �

�� supp�h� � h�� � supp h� � supp h� �

�� HK is a closed linear subspace in H �

�� if K��K� � ��� �� are disjoint closed subsets� then one has the direct �not neces�
sarily orthogonal� sum decomposition

HK��K�
� HK�

�HK�
� ���

Proof� First� let us show that if � � � in the ��neighborhood U��supp h� of the set
supp h� then �h � �� Indeed� consider the closed set Z � ��� �� n U��supph�� For every
� � Z there exists a function �� � C����� ��� such that ���� � � � and ��h � �� We
set

U� �
�
t � ��� ��

���� ���t� � �

�

�
�

The sets U� form an open cover of the compact subset Z� and hence we can choose a
nite subcover fU�jgjj	��N � The smooth function f� �

P
j
j��jj

� does not vanish on the

closed set Z� Hence there exists a function f � C����� ��� such that f � f��� on Z �it

�One can replace the interval �� �� by an arbitrary compact manifold �possibly� with boundary��
many of the subsequent constructions can be extended to this more general case	






can be constructed with the help of a partition of unity subordinate to the open cover
of ��� �� by the set U��supp h� and a su�ciently small neighborhood of Z�� Let

� �
X
j

�����j ���� f�
Then

�h � f
X
j

��j��jh � ��

Moreover� � � � on Z� so that �� � �� and hence �h � ��h � �� as desired�
Now let us prove a�� Let t �� supph� � supp h�� Then there exists a function � �

C����� ��� such that ��t� � � and �h� � �h� � �� We have ��h��h�� � �h���h� � ��
whence t �� supp�h� �h��� Next� let us prove b�� The fact that HK is a linear manifold
is already obvious by virtue of a�� Let hn � HK and hn � h� Let us show that h � HK�
Suppose the opposite� t �� K� Then by a� there exists a function � � C����� ��� such
that ��t� � � and �g � � for all g � HK� We have �h � lim�hn � �� so that
t �� supp h� Thus HK is closed� and we have proved b�� To prove c�� let us construct
functions ei � C����� ���� i � �� �� such that ei � 	ij in a neighborhood of the set Kj �
i� j � �� �� For an arbitrary h � HK� we have h � h� � h�� hi � eih � HKi

� i � �� �� so
that HK � HK�

� HK�
� Next� if h � HK�

	HK�
� then h � e�h � e�e�h � �� so that

the expansion into a sum is unique� and by Banach s closed graph theorem we obtain
the topological isomorphism HK 
 HK�

�HK�
� �

Let us give some examples of bottleneck spaces�
�� Let M be a C� manifold� and let G � M be a compact subset� There exists

a real�valued function 
 � C��M� such that � � 
 � �� 
jG � �� and 
 � � outside
some neighborhood of G with compact closure� Let H � Hs�M�d�� be the Sobolev
space of functions on M with respect to some smooth measure on M � Then H can be
equipped with the structure of a bottleneck space by setting

��h��x� � ��
�x��h�x�� x �M� ���

for any h � H and � � C����� ���� The set of x � M for which � � 
�x� � � will be
referred to as the bottleneck �

�� Let M be a manifold �possibly� with singularities�� and let G �M be a two�sided
compact submanifold of codimension � lying in the smooth part of M � We assume that
the cut along G divides M into two disjoint parts �each of which may consist of several
connected components�� Let U 
 G  ��� �� be a closed collar neighborhood of G �the
embedding G � U is given by the formula g �� �g� ����� Let 
� ��� �� � ��� �� be a
smooth monotone increasing function such that 
��� � �� 
��� � �� 
 ��t� � � for
t � ��� ��� and 
�k���� � 
�k���� � � for all k � �� �� � � � � Next� let H � Hs�M�� be
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the weighted Sobolev space on M with weight  �the specic choice of the weight near
the singular points is irrelevant to us�� For any function � � C����� ���� we dene a

smooth function
�
� on M by setting

�
� �x� �

�����
��
�t�� if x � �g� t� � U �
� if x lies in the part of M adjacent to t � ��
� if x lies in the part of M adjacent to t � ��

�	�

Then the formula ��h��x� �
�
� �x�h�x� denes the structure of a bottleneck space on

H��

�� Let M be a compact smooth manifold with boundary �M � We dene H as the
direct sum of Sobolev spaces on M and �M � that is�

H � Hs�M� �H l��M��

The structure of a bottleneck space on H can be dened as follows� Let U � �M��� ��
be a collar neighborhood of the boundary �M � �The boundary corresponds to the value
t � ��� We dene the action of C����� ��� on H by the formula

�

	
u

v



�

	 �
� u

����v



� ����

where
�
� is the same function as in the preceding example�

In all these examples� function spaces can be replaced by spaces of sections of vector
bundles�

Let H� and H� be bottleneck spaces� and let D�H� � H� be a bounded linear
operator� Let also 	 be a given �su�ciently small� number�

We say that the operator D extends supports by at most 	 �or is 	�narrow� if supp
Dh is contained in the 	�neighborhood of supp h for any h � H��

��� Properly Fredholm operators

De�nition � An operator
D � H� � H�

�Note that
�

� �x� is constant outside a compact set containing no singular points� so that the

operator of multiplication by
�

� �x� is bounded in H regardless of the choice of the weight in the
de�nition of Sobolev spaces	 In more speci�c examples� one can drop the assumption that G is
compact and even admit that G has singular points� the only requirement is that the operator of

multiplication by
�

� �x� be bounded	
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in bottleneck spaces is said to be properly Fredholm if it is Fredholm and if for any


	 � � the operator D di�ers by a trace class operator from some operator
�

D that
extends supports by at most 	 and that has a regularizer

�

R� H� � H�

such that the operators

��
�

R
�

D and ��
�

D
�

R

belong to the trace class� and moreover�
�

R also extends supports by at most 	�

Examples of properly Fredholm operators in the bottleneck spaces considered in
Examples ��� include elliptic di�erential operators� elliptic pseudodi�erential oper�
ators� and operators corresponding to elliptic boundary value problems or Sobolev
problems ���� �
��

We intend to study how the index of a properly Fredholm operator in bottleneck
spaces varies as the spaces and the operator itself vary� Let us introduce the corre�
sponding notions�

Let H� and H� be bottleneck spaces� Let also F � ��� �� be a given subset� We
say that H� coincides with H� on F if for any closed subset K � F an isometric
isomorphism �K �H�K � H�K of Hilbert spaces is given� an moreover� the diagram

H�K�

�K��� H�K�

� �

H�K�

�K��� H�K�
�

����

where the vertical arrows are the natural embeddings� commutes for any closed subsets
K� � K� � F � We identify the isomorphic spaces H�K and H�K and do not write out
the isomorphism explicitly each time�

Let H�� � � �HN be a family of bottleneck spaces� We say that they coincide on a
subset F � ��� �� if they coincide in the sense indicated above and if� moreover� the
isometric isomorphisms specifying the coincidence are natural in the sense that the
composition of the morphisms HiK � HjK and HjK � HlK is equal to the morphism
HiK � HlK for any i� j� l � f�� � � � � ng and any closed subset K � F �

If bottleneck spaces H� and H� coincide on F � then we also say that they are
modi�cations of each other on ��� �� n F �

�In some applications� this property is only satis�ed for some su�ciently small � �  rather than
for all � � 	 The generalization of the subsequent theorems to this case is obvious� and we can always
indicate exactly how small � must be� however� in general theorems we use this de�nition just to avoid
awkward statements	

	



Suppose that F � ��� ��� H� coincides on F with H�� and G� coincides on F with
G�� Next� let

P��H� � G�� P��H� � G�

be 	�narrow operators� and let K � ��� �� be a closed subset such that U��K� � F �
Then for every h � H�K � H�K we have

suppP�h � K�� suppP�h � K�

for some K��K� � F �in general� depending on h�� We set
�

K� K� �K�� The elements
P�h and P�h lie in the same �by virtue of the corresponding isometric isomorphism�
space G

�
�

K
� G

�
�

K
� and the following notion is well dened� we say that P� coincides

with P� on K �brie�y� P� � P� on K� if P�h � P�h for all h � H�K� In this case we
also say that P� and P� are modications of each other on ��� �� nK�

��� The relative index formula

Now we can state the main assertion of this subsection�

Suppose that there are two quadruples H�H��H��H�� and G�G�� G�� G�� of bottle�
neck spaces satisfying the following conditions�

�� The spaces H�H��H��H�� coincide on the open interval ��� ���

�� The space H� is a modication of H at the point ��

�� The space H� is a modication of H at the point ��

�� The space H� is a modication of H�� at the point ��

�� The space H� is a modication of H�� at the point ��


� The conditions similar to a��e� are satised for the quadruple G�G�� G�� G���

Schematically� these conditions can be represented by the diagram

H
�

�� H�

l � l �

H�
�

�� H�� �

G
�

�� G�

l � l �

G�
�

�� G�� �

where the vertical and horizontal arrows stand for modications and the numbers �
and � next to the arrows indicate the points at which the modications are carried out�

Next� suppose that four operators

A�H � G� A��H� � G�� A��H� � G�� A���H�� � G��

are given such that the following conditions are satised�
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�� The operators A�A�� A�� A�� are properly Fredholm and coincide on the interval
�	� �� 	� for some su�ciently small 	 � ��

�� The operator A� is a modication of A in a neighborhood of ��

�� The operator A� is a modication of A in a neighborhood of ��

�� The operator A� is a modication of A�� in a neighborhood of ��

�� The operator A� is a modication of A�� in a neighborhood of ��

Schematically� these conditions can also be represented by the diagram

A
�

�� A�

l � l �

A�
�

�� A�� �

where the vertical and horizontal arrows stand for modications� and the numbers � and
� next to the arrows indicate the points in neighborhoods of which the modications
occur�

Theorem � �the relative index formula Under the above conditions� the follow�
ing relative index formula holds�

indA� � indA � indA�� � indA�� ����

This theorem essentially states that for a properly Fredholm operator in bottleneck
spaces� the index increment due to a modi�cation of the operator on one side of the
bottleneck is independent of the structure of the operator on the other side of the bot�
tleneck� The importance of this assertion is already seen from the above examples of
bottleneck spaces and operators in such spaces�

Proof� By assumption� all operators A�A�� A�� A�� are properly Fredholm� By sub�
tracting appropriate trace class operators� we can ensure� without violating any of the
previous conditions� that these operators themselves are 	�narrow and have 	�narrow
regularizers modulo smoothing operators� Without loss of generality� we can assume

that all the regularizers coincide on the interval ��	� ���	�� Indeed� let
�

A be any of the

operators A�� A�� A��� and let R and
�

R be given regularizers of A and
�

A� respectively�

Thus� R and
�

R are 	�narrow operators� and

AR � � � Q� RA � � � Q��
�

A
�

R� ��
�

Q�
�

R
�

A� ��
�

Q
�

�

��



where Q�Q��
�

Q� and
�

Q
�

are trace class� Let e�� e� be a smooth partition of unity on the
interval ��� �� such that

supp e� � ��� �	� � ��� �	� ��� supp e� � ��	� �� �	��

We construct a new regularizer
�

Rnew of
�

A by setting

�

Rnew�
�

R e� � Re�� ����

The operator ���� is well�dened� since supp e� � ��	� �� �	� and the operator R is 	�

narrow� we have e�h �
�

G���������� G��������� for any h �
�

G� so that e�h can be viewed as an
element of G� next� suppRe�h � �	� ��	�� and hence Re�h can be interpreted as a well�
dened element of H� �We omit similar arguments in the subsequent considerations��

Obviously�
�

Rnew is a 	�narrow operator� and
�

Rnew� R on ��	� �� �	�� Let us show that
�

Rnew is a regularizer of
�

A modulo trace class operators� We have

�

A
�

Rnew�
�

A
�

R e��
�

A Re� �
�

A
�

R e� � ARe��

since A �
�

A on �	� �� 	�� By continuing the computation� we obtain

�

A
�

Rnew� ���
�

Q�e� � �� � Q�e� � � � f
�

Q e� � Qe�g�

where the braced operator is trace class� Thus�
�

Rnew is a right regularizer of
�

A� Since
�

A has a two�sided regularizer
�

R� we can show in the standard way that
�

Rnew is also a
left regularizer�

�

Rnew

�

A � �
�

R
�

A �
�

Q
�

�
�

Rnew

�

A�
�

R
�

A
�

Rnew

�

A �
�

Q
� �

Rnew

�

A�

�
�

R ���
�

Q e� � Qe��
�

A �
�

Q
� �

Rnew

�

A

� � � f
�

Q
�

���
�

Rnew

�

A��
�

R �
�

Q e� � Qe��Ag�

where the operator in braces is again trace class�
Thus we have shown that the regularizers R� R�� R�� R�� of all four operators A�

A�� A�� A�� can be assumed to coincide on ��	� � � �	�� We x the regularizers R and
R�� and do not change them any more� But we modify the regularizers R� and R� in
a way such that the following conditions be satised�

�� The operator R� is obtained from R by a modication near � and from R�� by a
modication near ��

�� The operator R� is obtained from R by a modication near � and from R�� by a
modication near ��

��



In other words� for the regularizers we have the diagram of modications

R
�

�� R�

l � l �

R�
�

�� R�� �

completely similar to the corresponding diagram for the operators themselves�
Let us show that this construction is possible for R� �for R�� the argument is

similar�� Let f�� f� be a smooth partition of unity on the interval ��� �� such that

supp f� � ��� �	� and supp f� � ��	� ��� We set
�

R�� Rf� � R�f�� Just as above� we can

show that
�

R� is a regularizer for A�� Furthermore� it follows from the properties of the

operators R and R� that
�

R is a 	�narrow operator� and moreover�

�

R�� R� on ��	� ���
�

R�� R on ��� �� �	�� ����

By modifying
�

R similarly near �� we obtain a new 	�narrow regularizer R�new with the
following properties�

R�new �
�

R� on ��� �� �	�� R�new � R�� on ��	� ��� ����

By combining ���� with ����� we conclude that

R�new � R on ��� �� �	�� R�new � R�� on ��	� ���

as desired�
Let us now proceed to the proof of the relative index formula ����� It is well known

that the index of an arbitrary Fredholm operator A can be expressed by the formula

indA � TraceQ� � TraceQ� where Q � � �AR� Q� � � �RA�

and R is an arbitrary regularizer of A modulo trace class operators� Let us apply this
formula to the four operators in question� we shall use regularizers with the above
properties� Then

indA � TraceQ� �TraceQ� indA� � TraceQ�
� � TraceQ��

indA� � TraceQ�
� � TraceQ�� indA�� � TraceQ�

�� � TraceQ���

and� by construction� we have the modication diagrams

Q
�

�� Q�

l � l �

Q�
�

�� Q��

Q� �
�� Q�

�

l � l �

Q�
�

�
�� Q�

��

��



�the width of the neighborhoods where the modications occur does not exceed �	��
We have

indA� � indA � TraceQ� TraceQ� � � � � �

indA�� � indA� � TraceQ� � TraceQ�� � � � � �

where the ellipses stand for the corresponding primed terms� Let us prove that

TraceQ�TraceQ� � TraceQ� � TraceQ��

�for the primed terms� the proof is just the same�� Let ��� �� be a smooth partition of
unity on ��� �� such that

supp�� �
�
��

�

�
� 	

�
� supp�� �

�
�

�
� 	� �

�
�

We have

TraceQ� TraceQ� � TraceQ��� � ���� TraceQ���� � ��� �

� TraceQ�� � TraceQ����

since Q�� coincides with Q��� by our assumptions�� By continuing this chain of
equalities� for similar reasons we obtain

TraceQ�� � TraceQ��� � TraceQ��� �TraceQ���� �

� TraceQ��� �TraceQ���� �

� TraceQ��� �TraceQ���� �

� TraceQ� � TraceQ���

as desired� The proof of the theorem is complete� �

A formula of the form ���� for the special case of signature operators on Lipschitz
manifolds was proved by N� Teleman ����� x ��� the excision theorem�� The proof given
there uses the special structure of signature operators in an essential way�

� The relative index for a special surgery on the

manifold

In the present section we study how the index of an operator that is �locally� an elliptic
�DO on a manifold is changed if one performs surgery on the manifold where the

�Recall that � was assumed to be small� now we see that it su�ces to take � � �

��
	

��



operator is dened and some associated surgery on the bundles� The index increment
formula can naturally be treated as a relative index formula� The informal motivation
is as follows� the symbol before and after the surgery is essentially the same� we deal
with di�erent realizations of the same symbol� which depend on the way in which the
manifold was glued from pieces��

��� Surgery on manifolds and bundles

Let M be an orientable manifold� and let S � M be an embedded smooth compact
two�sided submanifold of codimension � contained in the smooth �interior� part of M �
Next� let U be a collar neighborhood of S contained in the smooth part of M � We
choose and x some trivialization U � ���� ��  S of this neighborhood and use the
coordinates �t� s�� t � ��� ��� s � S� there� Let g�S � S be a given di�eomorphism� We
perform the following operation� we cut M along S and glue together again� identifying
each point ���� s� on the left coast of the cut with the corresponding point ���� g�s�� on
the right coast� The resultant smooth manifold �the smooth structure is well dened�
since we have chosen and xed the trivialization� will be denoted by Mg and called the
surgery of M via g�

Let E be a vector bundle over M � Suppose that we are given an isomorphism of
vector bundles

��EjS � g� �EjS� �

Then over Mg there is a naturally dened vector bundle Eg�� �by attaching along S
with the help of ��� which will be called the surgery of E via the pair �g� ���

Now let E�F be two vector bundles over M � and let

a � ��E � ��F�

where � � T �
�M � T �

�M is the natural projection� be an elliptic symbol of some order
m dened at least in ����U�� By choosing the representation

EjU �
�
�
��

�EjS� � F jU �
�
�
��

�F jS�

of the bundles E�F over U � ��� ��S� where
�
�� ��� ��S � S is the natural projection�

and by passing to a homotopic symbol if necessary� we can assume that a is independent
of the coordinate t in a su�ciently small neighborhood of S �that is� a � a� in that
neighborhood�� Consider the mapping �denoted by the same letter�

a�
def
� aj	��S���Ej	��S �� ��F j	��S� ��
�

�We consider only the geometrically simplest surgery �see below�	

��



With regard to the trivialization chosen� this mapping can be rewritten in the form

a��p� s� ���Es �� Fs� p� � j�j� �� �� s � S�

where p is the dual variable of t and � is a point in the ber of T �S over s�

��� The relative index theorem

Suppose that a surgery g of M and associated surgeries �E and �F of the bundles E
and F are given� If the diagram

Es

a��p� s� ��
�� Fs

� �E�s� � �F �s�

Eg�s�

a��p� g�s�� tgs�s�����
�� Fg�s� �

����

where tgs�s� is the transposed Jacobi matrix of the mapping g at the point s� commutes�

then the surgery takes the original symbol a to a new smooth symbol
�
a on the cotangent

bundle T �
�Mg� �The smoothness of the newly obtained symbol is guaranteed by the

independence of a on the coordinate t in a neighborhood of S�� We intend to nd
out how the surgery a�ects the index of an operator that locally coincides with a
pseudodi�erential operator with principal symbol a� Since actually this index increment
�the relative index� depends only on the surgery on S� we use the results of the preceding
section to pass to the corresponding �local� model�

Thus� let A be a properly Fredholm operator in bottleneck spaces coiciding in a
neighborhood of zero with an elliptic pseudodi�erential operator with principal symbol
a� Next� let eA be a properly Fredholm operator obtained from A by a modication
in a neighborhood of zero and such that in this neighborhood eA coincides with an
elliptic operator with principal symbol ea� The problem is to nd the relative index

ind
�

A �indA�
It follows from Theorem � that the relative index is independent of the structure

of the operators in question outside a small neighborhood of S� Hence we can use the
simplest model for the computations� Namely� consider the manifold M � S  S� and
the elliptic pseudodi�erential operator

A� � Hs�M�E� � Hs�m�M�F �

�the bundles E and F are lifted to M with the help of the natural projection M �
S  S� � S� with principal symbol a� independent of � � S�� Next� let Mg be the
surgery of M with the help of g� let Eg��E and Eg��F be the associated surgeries of the
bundles E and F � and let

	

A�� H
s�Mg� Eg��E � � Hs�m�Mg� Eg��F �

�




be the new elliptic pseudodi�erential operator with principal symbol
�
a� coinciding with

A� outside a neighborhood of the set S� where the surgery is done�

The operators A� and
�

A� are elliptic operators on compact manifolds� and their
index can be calculated by the Atiyah�Singer theorem� The index of A� is zero� since
its symbol is independent of � � S�� Hence in this model only one term in the
expression for the relative index is nontrivial�

ind
�

A �indA � ind
�

A� �

Let us state the assertion that we have just proved in the from of a theorem�

Theorem � Let S be a smooth compact manifold without boundary� and let H and
G be bottleneck spaces coinciding in a neighborhood of zero with the spaces Hs�C�E�
and Hs�m�C�F �� respectively� where E and F are vector bundles over the manifold
C � ���� �� S� Next� let

A�H �� G

be a properly Fredholm operator coinciding in a neighborhood of zero with an elliptic
pseudodi�erential operator with principal symbol a of order m on T �

�C� Let b be the
restriction ��
� of the symbol a to ���S� Suppose that we are given some surgery of C
via a di�eomorphism g�S � S and associated surgeries �E and �F of the bundles E

and F � and moreover� the diagram ���� commutes� Let
�

A be the corresponding surgery
of the operator A� Then the relative index of the surgery is given by the formula

ind
�

A � indA � ind eA��

where eA� is the operator with symbol
�
a� on T �

� �S  S��g obtained by surgery from the
homomorphism a� lifted to T �

� �SS�� with the help of the natural projection along S��

��� Some remarks

Remark � Needless to say� the �analytical� index of the operator eA�� which is an
elliptic pseudodi�erential operator on the compact closed manifold �S  S��g� can be
represented as the topological index of its symbol via the Atiyah�Singer theorem�

Remark � The assertion of Theorem � for the case in which A is a Dirac type operator
on a compact closed manifold M divided into two parts M� and M� by a smooth
hypersurface S was proved by Boo��Bavnbek and Wojciechowski ���� Chap� ��� pp� ��
�
������ The assumption that A is a Dirac type operator is not essential to their proof�

��



However� it is essential that A is an elliptic operator on the manifold M � since their
proof is based on the �local index formula� in this situation�

ind �A� �
Z
M

��x��

where ��x� is a di�erential form that depends only on the coe�cients of A �and there
derivatives� at x �see Gilkey ����� In our theorem� it is only assumed that A is a
pseudodi�erential operator �locally� �in a neighborhood of S�� while globally it need
not be an operator on any smooth manifold� All we need to �localize� the index is
proper Fredholm property� we do not have to pre�suppose the existence of any �local�
expression of the index via the principal symbol �which is in the general situation
dened only as an element of the Calkin algebra��

Remark � We can also readily prove the more general surgery theorem in which the
operator A is locally �say� in a neighborhood of t � �� a pseudodi�erential operator on
a manifold M in the vicinity of some domain G �M with smooth boundary S � �G�
and the surgery cuts away the domain G along S and replaces it by another domain
G� with the same boundary S � �G�� For the case in which A is a Dirac operator or
an arbitrary formally self�adjoint elliptic di�erential operator of the rst order� such
theorems were proved� respectively� by Gromov and Lawson ��� and Anghel ��� �see
also Donnelly ���� Bunke ���� and Lesch �
���

� The spectral �ow for conormal families

Here we generalize the notion of the spectral �ow ���� to arbitrary conormal families�
�For the case of polynomial familes� e�g�� see �	���

��� The multiplicity of a singular point of an operator family

Let H��� be Hilbert spaces� and let

D�p��H� � H�

be a family of bounded linear operators with parameter p ranging in an open subset
U of the complex plane� To shorten lengthy statements� we introduce the following
denition�

De�nition � The familyD�p� is said to be strongly �nitely meromorphic if it is nitely
meromorphic and nite�meromorphically invertible �that is� D�p� is a meromorphic
function of p � U � and the principal part of the Laurent series at each of the poles is

��



a nite rank operator� the same is assumed to be true of D���p��� The singular points
of a strongly nitely meromorphic family D�p� are the poles of D�p� and the poles of
D���p��

Now we can give the denition of multiplicity�

De�nition � The multiplicity of a singular point p� of a strongly nitely meromorphic
family D�p� is the number

mD�p�� � Trace Res
p	p�


D���p�

�D�p�

�p

�
� ����

For convenience� we extend the denition of multiplicity to an arbitrary point p� by
setting mD�p�� � � if p� is a pole of neither D nor D���

If the family D in question is clear from the context� then instead of mD�p�� we
write simply m�p���

Theorem � The following assertions hold�

�� The multiplicity of a singular point of a strongly �nitely meromorphic family is
always an integer�

�� The multiplicities of singular points are homotopy invariant in the following
sense� Let B �� U be a domain with smooth boundary �B� If Dt� t � ��� ��
is a continuous homotopy of strongly �nitely meromorphic families such that �B
is free of singular points of Dt for every t� then the sum of multiplicities of the
singular points of Dt lying in B is independent of t�

�� The multiplicity possesses the �logarithmic property�

mD�D�
�p� � mD�

�p� � mD�
�p�� ��	�

In particular� the multiplicity of a singular point does not change if we multiply the
family by an operator function that is holomorphic and holomorphically invertible
at that point�

�� Along with ����� one has the formulas

mD�p�� � Trace Res
p	p�


�D�p�

�p
D���p�

�
����

� �Trace Res
p	p�


�D���p�

�p
D�p�

�
� �Trace Res

p	p�


D�p�

�D���p�

�p

�
�

�	



Proof� Proof� Assertion �� follows from �� and the Cauchy integral formula� To
prove ��� ��� and ��� note that the following assertion holds�

Lemma � Let A be the algebra of meromorphic operator Laurent series at the point
p � � with �nite�dimensional principal parts� Let us de�ne a functional tr on A by the
formula

tr a � Trace Res
p	�

a� a � A�

Then
tr�ab� � tr�ba�

for every a� b � A�

The validity of the lemma can be veried by a simple calculation� Now the rst
equality in ���� is obvious� and the following two are obtained by di�erentiating the
identity DD�� � D��D � �� Let us verify ��� Let D � D�D�� Then

D�� �D

�p
� D��

� D��
�

	
�D�

�p
D� � D�

�D�

�p



� D��

�

	
D��

�

�D�

�p



D� � D��

�

�D�

�p
�

and we obtain the desired assertion by applying Lemma ��
It remains to prove assertion ��� We carry out the proof by two di�erent meth�

ods� The rst method reveals the relationship between mD�p�� and the �obviously
integer� traces of nite�dimensional spectral projections� �For the case in which D�p�
is a polynomial operator pencil� our construction is essentially standard� it is however
interesting that everything can be done in the nonpolynomial case as well�� However�
this method fails if the point p� is a pole of D��p� and D��

� �p� simultaneously� The
second method can handle this case equally well� it expresses mD�p�� via the variation
of the argument of some nite�dimensional determinant�

We start from the rst method� Without loss of generality� we can assume that
H� � H� � H and the singular point is p� � �� Suppose that this is a pole of D�� �for
the case in which p� is a pole of D� the proof is similar in view of assertion ����

Suppose rst that the family D�p� has the special form

D�p� � p�A� ����

Then

Res
p	�


D���p�

�D�p�

�p

�
�

�

��i

I
jpj	�

dp

p �A

is a projection on the nite�dimensional root space of A corresponding to the eigenvalue
�� and m��� is the trace of this projection and hence is equal to the dimension of this
root space� Next� let D�p� be a polynomial family of the form

D�p� � D� � pD� � � � � � pk��Dk�� � pk ����

��



�the leading coe�cient is the identity operator�� This case can be reduced to case ����
by the following standard trick� we consider the operator family

�

D �p� �

�BBBBBBB�

p �� � � � � �
� p �� � � � �

� � � � � �
� � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � ��
D� D� D� � � � Dk�� � p

�CCCCCCCA ����

in the space H �H � � � ��H �k summands�� This family already has the form �����
and routine �although lengthy� computations show that

Trace Res
p	�


D�� �D

�p

�
� Trace Res

p	�

����

D
�� �

�

D

�p

��� �

which proves that the multiplicity is an integer� Finally� let us get rid of the assumption
that D�p� is a polynomial� Since D���p� has a nite�order pole at p � �� we can write

D���p� � p�NB�p�

where B�p� is holomorphic in a neighborhood of zero� Let us expand D�p� in the Taylor
series with remainder�

D�p� �
NX
j	�

pjDj � pN��RN���p� � C�p� � pN��RN���p�

�here C�p� is a polynomial of degree N�� Then

C�p� �
h
D�p� � pN��RN���p�

i
D���p�D�p� � ��� pRN���p�B�p��D�p�

where the operator function ��� pRN���p�B�p�� is holomorphic and holomorphically
invertible in a neighborhood of zero� By ��� mD��� � mC���� The same reasoning
shows that mC��� � mF ���� where F �p� � C�p� � pN��� We have thus arrived to the
already known case ���� of a monic polynomial�

Let us now carry out the proof by the second method� Consider the Laurent
expansions

D�p� �
D�N

pN
� � � ��

D��

p
� D� � D�p � � � � �

D���p� �
C�M

pM
� � � ��

C��

p
� C� � C�p � � � �

��



�one of the numbers M and N may be zero�� Consider the decompositions

H � G� �G� � H� �H��

where the nite�dimensional spaces G� and H� are the linear spans of the ranges of
the principal parts of the Laurent series for D�p� and D���p�� respectively� In these
decompositions� the families D�p� and D���p� are given by the block matrices

D�p� �

	
D���p� D���p�
D���p� D���p�



� D���p� �

	
C���p� C���p�
C���p� C���p�



�

where only the entries in the rst row �nite rank operators� may be nonholomorphic
at zero� Multiplying these two matrices in the two di�erent orders� in the right lower
corner we obtain the identities

D���p�C���p� � � �D���p�C���p� � � � Q�p��

C���p�D���p� � � �C���p�D���p� � ��
�

Q �p�� ����

Obviously� Q�p� and
�

Q �p� are of nite rank� Moreover� they are holomorphic at
zero� since so are the left�hand sides in ����� Thus� D���p� is holomorphic at zero and
Fredholm for small jpj� Consider the new decompositions

H �
�

H� �
�

H��
�

G� �
�

G��

where
H� � KerD���

�

H��
�

H�� H� �KerD���

G� � CokerD���
�

G��
�

G�� G� � CokerD���

In these decompositions� the family D�p� is given by the block matrix

D�p� �

�� �

D�� �p�
�

D�� �p�
�

D�� �p�
�

D�� �p�

�A �

where the entries in the lower row are holomorphic at zero� the entries in the upper row

can have poles there� and the family
�

D�� �p� is invertible in a neighborhood of zero�
Consider the LU �decomposition

D�p� �

�� �

D�� �p��
�

D�� �p�
�

D
��
�� �p�

�

D�� �p�
�

D�� �p�

�
�

D�� �p�

�A	 � �
�

D
��
�� �p�

�

D�� �p� �



�

Note that the second factor is holomorphic and has a holomorphic inverse� Simple
calculations with the use of the logarithmic property yield

mD��� � mB����

��



where
B�p� �

�

D�� �p��
�

D�� �p�
�

D�� �p�
�

D�� �p�

is a family of �nite�dimensional operators� Then we have

mB��� � Trace Res
p	�

B���p�
�B�p�

�p
� Res

p	�
TraceB���p�

�B�p�

�p

�
�

��i

Z
jpj	�

Trace

	
B���p�

�B�p�

�p



dp�

Lemma � The following formula is valid �

Trace ResB���p�
�B�p�

�p
�

�

��
Var
jpj	�

arg detB�p��

To prove the formula� we use noncommutative analysis ����� For every p on the
circle jpj � �� on the Riemann surface of the function f��� � ln� we choose a domain
containing the spectrum of B�p� in a way such that this domain varies continuously
as arg p ranges over ��� ���� Then the function f�B�p�� dened by the Cauchy integral
over the boundary of this domain depends on p smoothly on the circle everywhere
except for the point p � �� where it can undergo a jump� We have

�

�p
Trace ln B�p� � Trace

�

�p
ln�B�p��

� Trace
�B�p�

�p

	 ln

	�

	
�

B�p��



B�p�



� fby the cyclic invariance of the traceg

� Trace

�

�B�p�

�p




B�p���� Trace

	
B���p�

�B

�p



�

Since Trace ln B�p� � ln detB�p�� we eventually obtain

Trace Res
p	�

B���p�
�B�p�

�p
�

�

��
Var

jpj
�arg p�����	�
arg detB�p�� ����

whence it readily follows that the multiplicity is an integer�
Formula ���� has a strongly nitely meromorphic interpretation if D�p� itself is

holomorphic at zero� Then

B�p� � KerD��� � CokerD���

is none other than the noncommutative determinant associated with D�p�� �

��



��� The de�nition of the spectral �ow of a family of conormal

symbols

The facts given in this item are closely related to results obtained in ��	��
Let � be a smooth compact manifold without boundary� and let

D�p��Hs��� E� � Hs�m��� F �

be a family of mth�order pseudodi�erential operators on � holomorphically �for sim�
plicity� depending on the parameter p � C and elliptic in the sense of Agranovich�
Vishik in some double sector of nonzero angle containing the real axis �the weight of
the parameter in the ellipticity condition is equal to m�� Then� obviously� this family
is strongly nitely meromorphic and the multiplicities of its singular points �the poles
of the inverse family� are well�dened integers� In what follows such families will be
referred to as conormal symbols on �� For simplicity� everywhere except for examples
we assume that m � �� This restriction is unessential�

Let Dt � Dt�p�� t � ��� ��� be a continuous family of conormal symbols on �� We
intend to dene the notion of the spectral 	ow sf Dt � sft	���Dt of the family Dt� The
intuitive denition is as follows� sf Dt is the net number of singular points �with regard
to multiplicity� of the family Dt that crossed the real axis upwards �more precisely�
that passed from the open lower half�plane to the closed upper half�plane� as t varies
from � to �� This is a natural generalization of the notion of the spectral �ow of a
family At of normally elliptic operators� the latter is a special case of the former for
Dt � p �At� However� the problem is to give the precise denition� In our case� the
notion of a spectral section �for Dt �� p�At� is not known� and we use a construction
di�erent from that in �	� to dene the spectral �ow�

Suppose rst �to simplify the formulas� that for t � � and t � � the conormal
symbol Dt�p� has no singular points on the real axis� �In what follows this restriction
will be removed�� We divide the interval ��� �� into subintervals by some points

� � t� � t� � � � � � tN � �

and choose real numbers �i� i � �� � � � � N so that the operator Dt�p� be invertible on
the �weight line� Imp � �i for all t � �ti��� ti�� Moreover� we must have �� � �N � ��
The existence of this partition and the numbers �i follows from the ellipticity with
parameter in a sector of nonzero angle and from the continuous dependence of the
conormal symbol on t�

De�nition � The spectral 	ow of the family fDtgt������ of conormal symbols is the
number

sf
t	���

Dt �
N��X
i	�

gi� ��
�

�Needless to say� all we need is strongly �nite meromorphy in some strip containing the real axis	

��



where

gi �

���������
�

X
Impj���i��i���

mDti
�pj�� if �i � �i���X

Impj���i����i�

mDti
�pj�� if �i � �i���

Here the pj are the singular points of the conormal symbol Dti in that strip� �Note
that there are nitely many such points� so that the sum is well dened��

Instead of sf
t	���

Dt we usually write simply sf Dt�

Theorem � The following assertions hold�

�� De�nition � is independent of the choice of the partition of the interval ��� �� and
the numbers �j�

�� sf Dt depends only on the homotopy class of the path Dt �with �xed beginning and
end�� Moreover� sf Dt remains constant also for deformations 
homotopies� of
the path Dt such that the beginning and the end are not �xed� but the conormal
symbols D� and D� have no singular points on the real axis for any value of the
homotopy parameter�

Proof� Let us prove ��� Suppose that we have two partitions of the interval ��� �� and
two sets of numbers �j � By passing to renements� we can assume that the partitions
coincide� Then the passage from one expression for sf Dt to the other is given by a
series of elementary operations� each of which is the replacement of the number �j

on some interval �tj��� tj� by the new number
�
�j� where the conormal symbol Dt is

invertible on the lines Imp � �j and Imp �
�
�j for all t � �tj��� tj�� Let us show that

this operation does not change the value of the expression for sf Dt� Indeed� let� for

example� �j �
�
�j� Then the expression for sf Dt acquires the increment

!�tj��!�tj���� where !�t� �
X

Impk���j�
�

�j�

mDt�pk��

and the pk are the singular points of the conormal symbol Dt �which� of course� depend
on t�� The ellipticity condition with parameter implies that there exists an R � �

such that for jRe pj � R and Imp � ��j�
�
�j� the operator Dt�p� is invertible for all

t � �tj��� tj�� Then� by the cauchy theorem� we can write

!�t� �
I
�

D��
t �p�

�Dt�p�

�p
dp� t � �tj��� tj��

��



where � is the closed contour formed by the four segments

fRe p � R� Imp � ��j �
�
�j �g� fRep � �R� Imp � ��j�

�
�j�g�

fImp � �j � Re p � ��R�R�g and fImp �
�
�j� Re p � ��R�R�g�

This expression is continuous in t and integer�valued� so that !�tj� � !�tj���� as
desired�

The validity of assertion �� follows in a standard way from assertion �� of Theorem ��
�

Now we can generalize Denition � to the case in which D��p� and D��p� may have
singular points on the real axis� The condition of ellipticity with parameter implies
that there is an � � � such that the open strip �� � Imp � � contains no singular
points of the conormal symbols D��p� and D��p�� Consider the family of conormal
symbols

Dt�� �p� � Dt�p � i� �

with additional real parameter � � ��� ��� Then D��� and D��� have no singular points
on the real axis� and by Theorem �� ��� the spectral �ow sf Dt�� is independent of
� � ��� ��� By denition� we set

sf Dt � sf Dt�����

��� Properties of the spectral �ow

Let us establish some properties of the spectral �ow for families of conormal symbols�

Theorem � Let
Dt�p��H

s��� E� � Hs��� F �� t � ��� ��

be a family of conormal symbols on � such that D� and D� have no singular points on
the real axis� Let 
� ������ � ��� ��� 
���� � �� 
��� � �� be a smooth function
whose derivatives rapidly decay at in�nity� We set

D��� p� � D�����p�

and consider the operator

	

D
def
� D

�B� �
� ��i

�

�

��

�CA �Hs�C�E� �� Hs�C�F �

�




in the Sobolev spaces� on the in�nite cylinder C � �  ������� Then

sf Dt � � ind
	

D �

Proof� Let us try to deform the family Dt into a constant �independent of t� family
"Dt � D� by setting

�

Dt�� Dt

�here � � ��� �� is the homotopy parameter�� For � � � the index and the spectral
�ow are both zero� and for � � � we obtain the index and the spectral �ow of the
desired operators� Next� this homotopy changes neither the index of the operator on
the cylinder nor the spectral �ow as long as the conormal symbol D�p� is invertible
on the weight line fImp � �g� To bypass the points where the singularities of the
conormal symbol sit on the real axis� we change the weight line� essentially following
our denition of the spectral �ow� Since in this case both the spectral �ow �which
follows from our denition� and the index of the operator on the innite cylinder
change by the sum of multiplicities of singular points of the conormal family D�p� in
the corresponding strip� but with opposite signs� This completes the proof� �

In the following theorem we calculate the spectral �ow of a periodic family of
conormal symbols�

Theorem � Let Dt� t � ��� ���� be a periodic family of conormal symbols on a manifold
�� that is� D� � D�	� Then

sf
t	���	

Dt � � ind
	

D�

where

	

D� D�

t

�B�
�

�

�t

�CA
is the operator on the product �S� naturally obtained from the periodic 
in t� operator�
valued symbol given by the family Dt�

Proof� Since the index of a periodic family is homotopy invariant� we can assume
without loss of generality that D� has no singular points on the real axis �otherwise�
we can apply a small deformation of the form Dt�p� � Dt�p � i���� Let


� ������ �� ��� ���

�We denote the lifts of the bundles E and F to C by the same letters	 The weight line occurring
in the de�nition of weighted Sobolev spaces is fImp � g in our case� and so we omit the weights in
the notation for spaces	

��



be a smooth mapping such that 
�� � � � on �������� 
�� � � �� on ������ and 
�� �

is monotone increasing on ���� ��� By the preceding theorem� the operator
	

B on the
innite cylinder C � �  ������ with operator�valued symbol B��� p� � D�����p�
has the index

ind
	

B� � sf
t	���	

Dt�

Now let us use Theorem �� Let S � C be the submanifold

S � �� f��g� � �� f�g��

We cut C along �� glue the resulting one�way innite cylinders into a new innite
cylinder C�� and glue together the ends of the nite cylinder � ���� �� to obtain the
product �  S�� The bundles are glued with the help of the identity homomorphism
�note that our bundles are independent of t� that is� constant along the cylinder�� The

operator thus obtained on the �torus� is homotopic to
	

D� and the coe�cients of the
operator on C� are independent of � � so that its index is zero� By Theorem �� the
index of the original operator on C is equal to the sum of indices of the newly obtained
operators on C� and � S�� which completes the proof� �

A similar theorem holds for an operator family with conjugate beginning and end�

� Some applications

Here the results of the preceding sections are applied to index calculations for operators
on manifolds with conical singularities and for boundary value problems with the main
operator satisfying the symmetry condition�

��� The index theorem for elliptic pseudodi	erential opera


tors on manifolds with conical singularities

Let us now apply the above results to prove an index theorem for elliptic pseudodif�
ferential operators on manifolds with conical singularities� This theorem includes the
previously known ones as special cases�

Let M be a compact manifold without boundary with conical singularities �without
loss of generality� we assume that there is only one conical point �� the base � of the
corresponding cone is not assumed to be connected�� and let

	

D�Hs���M�E� �� Hs�m���M�F �

be an elliptic pseudodi�erential operator on M with conormal symbol D��p��

��



Next� let g� � � � be a di�eomorphism� and let

�E � Ej� �� g��E��� �F � F j� �� g��F��

be bundle homomorphisms� Suppose that the following condition is satised�
Condition A� The family D��p� is homotopic to the family ���F g�D���p��g�����E

in the class of conormal families��

We denote the homotopy by D�t�

D���p� � D��p�� D���p� � ���F g�D���p��g
�����E�

Theorem � Under the above conditions� the following index formula is valid�

ind
	

D�
�

�
findD � sf D�tg �

where D is an operator on the closed manifold �the �double�� �M obtained by gluing

two copies of the operator
	

D to two ends of the cylinder ���� ��� on which the principal
symbol of the operator D is given by the principal symbol of the homotopy D�t�

For the case in which the homotopy has the form D�� �p� � B�p � i� �� � � ���� ����
and the mapping g is the identity� we obtain the previously known result from �����
Indeed� the index theorem of ���� uses the symmetry condition �in our notation�

D��p � p�� � ���F D���p � p���E

or� after the substitution p � p� � p�

D��p� � ���F D���p� � p��E �

Thus the homotopy in Condition A has the form

D�t�p� � D��p � �tp���

Next� obviously�
sfD�t�p� � sfD��p � �tiImp���

since no singular points arrive at the real axis under real shifts� Computing the spectral
�ow on the right�hand side of the last identity directly by Denition �� we obtain

sfD�t�p� � �
X

Impj���������

mj�

�The case of symmetry with respect to a point p	 ��  can be considered in a completely similar
way	

�	



where �� � Imp�� This formula coincides �for � � �� with the formula in ����� The case
� �� � is reduced to this by multiplying the operator fD on the right and on the left by
r
� � If g is an involution� then� in just the same way as was explained above� we obtain
the corresponding result of ����� Using the results of ����� one can readily transfer the
assertion of Theorem � to the case of general spectral boundary value problems with
the symmetry condition �the theorem on the existence of such formulas was proved
in �	���

The assertion of the theorem remains valid if
	

D is a quantized canonical trans�
formation �see ����� on M �the denition of quantized canonical transformation on
manifolds with conical singularities can be found� say� in ����� whose conormal symbol
satises Condition A� Thus we obtain a generalization of the index theorem for quan�
tized canonical transformations from ����� to the case in which the symmetry condition
involves a nontrivial automorphism g of the base of the cone� The only important dif�
ference from the case of pseudodi�erential operators is as follows� Quantized canonical
transformations are not properly Fredholm� but they can be deformed in the class of
Fredholm operators to operators satisfying the condition indicated in Denition � for
an arbitrarily small prede�ned 	 � �� As was indicated in the footnote to this deni�
tion� all proofs go in this case without any modications provided 	 is su�ciently small�
The theorem for quantized canonical transformations coincides with Theorem � with
the words �pseudodi�erential operator� replaced by the words �quantized canonical
transformation��

Proof of Theorem �� The proof of Theorem � is as follows� We consider two con�
gurations �see Fig� ��� The original conguration consists of two copies of M with

the operator
	

D and the innite cylinder ������ � on which the operator is spec�
ied with the help of the operator�valued symbol D������ where 
� ������ � ��� ��
increases from � to � and is constant outside a compact set� The nal conguration

consists of the manifold
�

M equipped with the operator D and two innite cylinders
with operators with constant coe�cients �along the cylinder� corresponding to the end�
points of the homotopy� The nal conguration is obtained from the original one by
surgery of the form described in x � �cutting along subsets di�eomorphic to � followed
by gluing in other combination with the use of g�� and the passage from the original op�
erators to the nal ones can be interpreted as a modication of operators in bottleneck
spaces� The relative index theorem for operators in bottleneck spaces permits one to
replace noncompact manifolds by compact manifolds �more precisely� M is replaced by
the product � S�� and show that the index in the initial and the nal conguration
is the same� whence the assertion of the theorem follows� �

��



Figure �� Surgery used in the proof of Theorem �

��



��� Boundary value problems

Let M be a smooth manifold with boundary X � �M � On M we consider the classical
boundary value problem ���

	

D u � f�
	

B jm��X u � g�
����

satisfying the Lopatinskii condition �e�g�� see ������ Here
	

D is an mth�order elliptic dif�

ferential operator on X�
	

B is a pseudodi�erential operator of zero order �for simplicity�
on X� and jm��X is the operator of taking the �m� ��st jet on X� The problem denes
a continuous operator in the spaces

�
	

D�
	

B jm��X � � Hs�M�E� � Hs�m�M�E� �

	
m��M
k	�

Hs�����k�X�Fk�



�

s � m� where E and F are bundles over M and the Fk� k � �� � � � �m� �� are bundles
over X�

In a collar neighborhood U of the boundary �M � we consider some xed trivializa�
tion

U 
 X  ��� ��� X  f�g � �M�

In this neighborhood�
	

D is represented in the form

	

D�
mX
k	�

	

Dk �t�

	
�i

�

�t


k
�

where the
	

Dk �t� are di�erential operators on X� and the conormal symbol

	

D� �p� �
mX
k	�

Dk���pk

�corresponding to the given trivialization� is well dened� Without loss of generality�

we can assume that the
	

Dk�t� �and hence
	

D �p�� are independent of t for t � ��� �����
Suppose that the conormal symbol satises the symmetry condition

	

D �p� �
	

D ��p�

�we can also readily consider the more general case in which the symmetry includes a
di�eomorphism g � X � X and associated bundle isomorphisms

�E � E � g�E �F � F � g�F �

��



Figure �� Surgery for the boundary value problem in Theorem �

��



see the preceding example��
In this situation we can use the above�proved general surgery principle to obtain for

the boundary value problem ���� an index formula simpler than the general Atiyah�
Bott formula ����� Indeed� consider the surgery shown in Fig� �� This surgery takes

two copies of the operator f
	

D�
	

B jn��X g to some new operator

	
�

D on the closed manifold

�double� �M and the operator
	

D��
	

D� ��i���t� with coe�cients independent of t on
the cylinder X  ������ ���� and with the boundary conditions

	

B jm��f����gu � g��

	

B jm��f����gu � g�

on the bases of the cylinder�
According to ����� the index of the problem on the cylinder is equal to the index of

the spectral boundary value problem for
	

D� plus the index of the operator

�� 	

B
	

B
�

�A �

	

L�

m��L
k	�

Hs�����k�X�Fk�L
�

L
	

L�
m��L
k	�

Hs�����k�X�Fk��

where the
	

L
�
m��L
k	�

Hs�����k�X�EjX� are the Calder#on subspaces corresponding to

the two bases of the cylinder and
	

B
�

is obtained from
	

B by changing the sign of odd
components� Without loss of generality �for example� by adding a constant to the

operator
	

D� which does not a�ect the index�� we can assume that
	

D� �p� is invertible

for real p� Then the index of the spectral boundary value problem for
	

D� is zero� and

	

L� �
	

L��
m��M
k	�

Hs�����k�X�EjX�

by the symmetry condition� Eventually� we obtain the following theorem�

Theorem 


index �
	

D�
	

B �jm��X �

�
�

�

���index �

	
�

D� � index

	
	

B �
	

B
�

�
m��M
k	�

Hs� �

�
�k�X�EjX� � �

m��M
k	�

Hs� �

�
�k�X�Fk�


��� �
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